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EFFECTIVE
MARKETING
TOOLS

is a Marketing Technology Platform, 
servicing underserved brands
having trouble advertising on
traditional media.

Allowing brands and agencies
to have full transparency
and access to intelligent
marketing technology tools.

TRAFFIC ROOTS Powered by



BRANDS NEED A 

voice
POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS
Safely reach a digital audience and utilize
geo-fencing to find constituents in local
and nationwide campaigns.
Ex. City Council, Congress, Senate

MEDICAL
Mainstream media sources have issues
taking on ads for medical trials or
pharmaceuticals. Our anonymous data can
help you reach your ideal audience safely.
Ex. Medical Trials, Pharmaceuticals, WHO, CDC

CANNABIS/CBD/HEMP
The industry has regulations across the board and traditional media
wont have them. We can help you navigate the murky waters or
Cannabis regulation.
Ex. Dispensaries, THC Brands, CBD Topicals, etc.

VAPE/TOBACCO/ALCOHOL
Although they are not new industries, they face roadblocks in their
marketing efforts and have paved the way for other vice brands
Ex. E-juice, Accessories, Cigars, etc.

SPORTS BOOK BETTING
Regulations in sports book betting continue to open up more
avenues in states across the US but marketing still has challenges.
Ex. Apps, Website, Casino, etc.

MAINSTREAM BRANDS
The tools provided are unique and provide amazing results for
any brand interested in establishing a robust marketing strategy.
Also provide the opportunity to reach a Cannabis audience.
Ex. Jack in The Box, Doritos, Taco Bell, etc..



SOLUTION

PROBLEM
Limited marketing avenues for vice brands with 

no control or targeting.

Provide users amazing tools that allow you to hone in to find your ideal
audience and create lasting results.



Build audiences directly from users interested in your competitors. Whether it is a user
who has visited your competitors brick and mortar location or has shown an interest
in content in relation to your brand. Our AI engine is able ingest data points to help
advertisers target with precision and create amazing results.

COMPETITOR TARGETING

Real time bidding platform allows you test bids and find the best performance
possible within your budget.

FLEXIBLE BUDGETS

Utilize data to find the best performing variation of ad to webpages. Robust data sets
allow you to test a variety of ads to find the best performance and ROI.

DYNAMIC CREATIVE OPTIMIZATION

Target specific sites across our network of over 150k sites and have full control
over where your ads appear

SITE TARGETING

The ability to capture and report conversions completed.
CONVERSION TRACKING

Measure the conversion path from when a user engages with your ad, following them
till in-store purchase. The report provides time of day, day of week, and a basic
demographic profile.

ATTRIBUTION REPORTS

Retargeting tags your site visitors by including a pixel within the target webpage
which sets a cookie in the user's browser. This allows you to retarget users who

have visited your site .

RETARGETING

Build location based audiences by drawing a polygon around a specific location
or uploading addresses.

GEO-FRAMING

Real time data aggregated, giving advertisers full transparency to optimize ad
campaigns accordingly to create results based off KPIs.

KPIs & DATA

The method of determining the geolocation of a website visitor and delivering
different content to that visitor based on their location. This includes country,
region/state, or county.

GEO-TARGETING

Audience building combines both demographic, behavioral and temporal data.
Develop distinct custom audiences from hundreds of demographic elements

AUDIENCE BUILDING

Robust network with incredible reach to over 150k sites/in-app. 
Over 4 Billion monthly impressions

LARGEST VICE NETWORK



Allows you to manage multiple clients under one
umbrella. Including budgets, campaigns, and reporting.
Our goal is to provide agencies the best resources to
service their clients.

MARKETING AGENCY
ACCOUNT

Provides you full control and transparency on your ad
spend and performance. Giving your in-house marketing
team a tool utilized by agencies to help brands scale.

BRAND-ADVERTISER
ACCOUNT

Give us your budgets and goals and our team will take care
of the optimization. Our in-house media buyers take the
time to craft campaigns and consistently optimize for the
best performance. Allowing your team to sit back and
work in conjuntion with your media buyer to acheive the
best results.

MANAGED "WHITE GLOVE"
SERVICES

Self-serve Platform

Manage Multiple Clients/Budgets

Data Platform Access

Agency Support

Access to Global Audiences

Retargeting/Conversion Pixels

Self-serve Platform

Data Platform - optional*

Access to Global Audiences

Retargeting/Conversion Pixels

Detailed Reporting

Strategy Meetings

Account Manager

Includes all agency perks



Age Targeting
Traffic Roots gives you the power to choose
your audience composition. This allows age
restrictive brands to stay safe and only target

adult age groups.

500 million US Mobile Advertising Id’s (MAID) associated with a
multitude of household demographic attributes such as age, gender,
marital status, income, homeownership, charity, ethnicity, with
hundreds of additional attributes to pick from.

MOBILE TARGETING =
TARGETING INDIVIDUALS

Highly targeted mobile audiences, better campaign response
rates, and a deeper understanding of consumer behavior. Traffic
Roots processes over one hundred billion location data points
each week from hundreds of millions of mobile devices doing all
the heavy lifting.

GRANULAR TARGETING

Reporting contains an aggregate audience view that includes audience visits
by day of the week, time of day and the audience's demographic profile --
gain specific and individualistic audience insights.

LOCATION ANALYSIS

Commercial Addresses
Easily generate mobile audiences from

commercial addresses. The Traffic Roots
platform will auto-generate polygons for

uploaded commercial addresses to generate
the mobile audience, providing insights,

understanding, and targeting
for these visitors.

Location Analytics
You’ll have access to unique insights into your
specific audience or location. Track footfall and

visits to real-life locations. Understand and
monitor the Who, Where,When and Why of your

retail or brick and mortar locations. Get
detailed demographic and temporal

data for each visit.

Brand & Retail
Audiences

Search by name or category to select and
build your retail or “physical world” audience.
Traffic Roots empowers you to decide what

locations to include in the audience based on
the results returned.

Residential Addresses
Convert Residential Address lists into digital

audiences with just a few clicks and
generate highly targetable audiences.

Responder Audiences
By constructing a Responder Audience,

users can draw insights and create
demographic lookalike audiences to target

other likely responders.

DATA IS
OUR BEST

FRIEND



GLOBAL 
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Reporting contains an aggregate audience
view that includes audience visits by day of
the week, time of day and the audience's
demographic profile -- gain specific and
individualistic audience insights.
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TRAFFIC VERTICALS

As an active lifestyle brand selling accessories for those on the go you can explore
the Extreme Sports audience. Traffic Roots ad network has the ability to reach a
variety of Sports sites which allows you to appeal to a new audience and grow

your brand. This includes snowboarding, skating, BMX, etc.

Create a presence for your alternative healing products to reach an audience of
health conscious individuals on Natural healing/Healthy Lifestyle sites. Traffic

Roots ad network allows you to reach a mainstream audience of
users looking for new healing alternatives.

Traffic Roots has music sites that range from: Reggae, Hip-Hop, Pop
Rock. Targeting these audiences can significantly increase

ticket/album sales and awareness for your artists.

Upgrade your marketing to feature our booming new audience segment.
Advertise your dispensary marketing or CBD/THCproduct. Traffic Roots ad

network contains many users interested in cannabis advertising topics where
display ads are shown on a variety of relevant Canna websites.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

SPORTS & CULTURE

CANNABIS

MUSIC & ENTERTAINMENT



Graphic advertising allows you to utilize multiple images to test performance of
imaging, text, and links. File formats can be PNG,JPG, GIF. Standard IAB Sizes
(top sizes 300x250, 320x50, 300x600, 728x90).

Advertising that matches the form and function of the site it appears on. Native ads
have a similar view of an article or editorial. Used to provide more education to users.

High quality video assets embedded directly within sites that allow you to provide
more information in easily digestible content.

DIGITAL   FORMATS

DISPLAY

VIDEO

NATIVE



CASE STUDY
BRAND MISSION STATEMENT

We started with an idea for better health and a
passion for planet earth. Our pure quality CBD

product line is infused with only the highest
quality ingredients which are carefully sourced
and scientifically formulated for your overall
beauty and wellness. Our perfectly balanced
products are each formulated to heal, calm

and soothe your face, body, & mind.
CAMPAIGN STRATEGY

KUL CBD is brand that is catering to an audience interested in wellness and health. Their goal is to
appeal to those interested in better to solutions to improve their health and enhance their beauty.
Therefore, our strategy was to help them target visitors at health & beauty stores like Sephora, MAC,
& ULTA. Along with targeting visitors at natural food locations like Whole Foods or Trader Joes. This
strategy was instantly successful with amazing results.



Generated an audience of
over 30 Million devices
nationwide

300% increase brand lift

Targeting mobile devices
exclusively

10x increase in site visitors

CASE STUDY



Contact Us

info@trafficroots.com

trafficroots.com

@traffic_roots

@traffic_roots

@trafficroots

@trafficrootsmedia

http://trafficroots.com/
http://trafficroots.com/
http://trafficroots.com/

